MOBILE SPECIALTY VEHICLES
THE LEADER IN COMMERCIAL SPECIALTY VEHICLES.
BUILT FOR A LIFE OF SERVICE Aboard these mobile masterpieces space is tight, so designing for optimum efficiency is critical. Custom layouts and limitless floor plans allow you to make the most of your investment. Unlike many specialty vehicle companies who retrofit existing vehicles, all of our units are built from scratch.

A product is only as good as the people behind it. That’s why our team includes some of the most accomplished experts in their fields. All dedicated to upholding razor sharp engineering standards and quality craftsmanship. We stand by our product 100% and offer lifetime service and support. By offering the industry’s best, we guarantee a unit that’s built to last the long haul.
We supply dental vehicles to the largest and second largest providers of Mobile Dental Services in America.

★ Featuring A-Dec Dental Equipment
Engineered to maintain climate control protecting your equipment.

Featuring Hologic Dimensions Digital Mammography Systems
We supply Vision Vehicles to the largest Vision Care Companies in America.

We feature Marco & Santinelli Vision Equipment
**Medical Environment**

**HEPA Filters Surgery-Room Quality**  Each roof A/C has a return air with a HEPA filter and a 50% quieter system operation, catches the germs before you do.

**Post Form Walls**  Create rounded corners eliminating the need for strip moldings that gather germs and are difficult to clean.

**Soft Close Pocket Doors**  Doors close and open softly, never pinch a finger or slam, latched automatically with an electromagnet latch when coach is started.

**One Piece Loncoin Floor of Your Choice**  Seamless from end to end, nowhere for germs to hide, easy to clean and maintain.

**Provider Convenience and Safety**

**Power Shades at Drivers Compartment Windows**  Close off the front exam rooms for improved privacy with a push of a switch, power roll down shades on windshield and side windows with solar and black out shades, no curtains to fuss with.

**LED Lights throughout Entire Coach**  Each interior zone is extremely well lit with the LED color-perfect lights on dimmable circuits, as well as all exterior lighting is LED, scene, porch, entry, and running lights.

**White Glove Sewage Disposal**  One can literally dump the coach of waste while wearing white gloves, the most humane system ever engineered in coach waste disposal system.

**Automatic Hydraulic Steps at Entry**  Push button steps that deploy with 4 exterior steps leaving only one step inside, extremely strong and durable with full length hand rail.
Mobile Specialty Vehicles is proud to build our premier Lonestar coach for the streets of New York. Built specifically for compliance of NYC-DOT size regulations.